Modeling and analysis techniques are used to investigate the performance of a massively parallel version of DIRECT, a global search algorithm widely used in multidisciplinary design optimization applications. Several high-dimensional benchmark functions and real world problems are used to test the design effectiveness under various problem structures. Theoretical and experimental results are compared for two parallel clusters with different system scales and network connectivities. The present work aims at studying the performance sensitivity to important parameters for problem configurations, parallel schemes, and system settings. The performance metrics include the memory usage, load balancing, parallel efficiency, and scalability. An analytical bounding model is constructed to measure the load balancing performance under different schemes. Additionally, linear regression models are used to characterize two major overhead sources, interprocessor communication and processor idleness, and also applied to the isoefficiency functions in scalability analysis. For a variety of high-dimensional problems and large-scale systems, the massively parallel design has achieved reasonable performance. The results of the performance study provide guidance for efficient problem and scheme configuration. More importantly, the generalized design considerations and analysis techniques are beneficial for transforming many global search algorithms into effective large-scale parallel optimization tools.
Introduction
Global search algorithms have been increasingly applied to large-scale optimization problems in many fields. Compared with local methods, these global approaches are more likely to discover the global optimum instead of being trapped at local minimum points for complex nonconvex or nonlinear problems with irregular design domain. The DIRECT algorithm (Jones, Pertunen, and Stuckman 1993; Jones 2001 ) is one such global optimization algorithm that has been applied to large-scale engineering design problems such as aircraft design (Baker et al. 2000) , pipeline design (Carter et al. 2001) , routing (BartholomewBiggs, Parkhurst, and Wilson 2003) , surface optimization (Zhu and Bogy 2002) , transmitter placement (He et al. 2004b ), molecular genetic mapping (Ljungberg, Holmgren, and Carlborg 2004) , and cell cycle modeling (Zwolak, Tyson, and Watson 2005; Panning et al. 2008) . The complexity of these applications ranges from low dimensional with 3-20 variables to high dimensional with up to 143 variables.
Compared with local methods, global optimization methods generally have higher computational costs and memory requirements, which often lead to solutions that involve data-distributed parallel computing techniques. Since the birth of the first Beowulf 16-node cluster (Becker et al. 1995) , numerous commodity-based cluster systems have been developed in academia and industry to provide costeffective alternatives to expensive mainframe supercomputers. With the rapid expansion of problem scale and system size, adaptive and dynamic algorithms are being actively proposed to optimally harness the abundant computing resources. There are a few such examples in the field of global optimization algorithms, including parallel versions of direct search (Dennis and Torczon 1991) , branch-and-bound (Clausen 1997) , Tabu search (Talbi, Hafidi, and Geib 1998) , and genetic algorithms (McMahon and Watson 2000) . These sophisticated parallel schemes take into account both algorithm characteristics and system attributes, thus producing reasonable parallel efficiency and scalability.
In the past decade, the parallel schemes of DIRECT evolved from a classical master-slave paradigm (Gablonsky 2001) , to a fully distributed version with dynamic load balancing (Watson and Baker 2001) , and recently to a multilevel scheme combining global addressing and message passing models (pDIRECT_I; He et al. 2008) . To further improve program portability, execution robustness, and parallel performance, a massively parallel version (pDIRECT_II; He et al. 2008 ) has been developed with several dynamic features, which have been evaluated on System X, a 2200-processor Apple G5 cluster. He et al. (2008) analyzed its performance in terms of data structure efficiency and load balancing. The present work characterizes its performance sensitivity to problem dimension, task granularity, domain partition, and computing environment. A 400-processor 64-bit Opteron Linux cluster (Anantham) is used as the second computing environment differing from System X in many aspects, some of which, such as network connectivity, are particularly interesting for the present study. The goal is to (1) ensure the design effectiveness of pDIRECT_II on a variety of problems and systems, (2) guide the proper choice of optimization parameter inputs specified by users, and (3) describe the design considerations and analysis techniques that can be generalized to apply to parallelizing other global optimization algorithms challenged by large-scale applications on massively parallel systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of DIRECT, discusses the design issues for its parallel version, and describes the test problems used for the present work. In Section 3, the massively parallel design is briefly discussed with an overall scheme and high-level implementation details. Performance modeling and analysis on selected problem parameters, parallel schemes, and system characteristics are presented in detail in Section 4. Section 5 assesses whether the above stated goals were achieved.
Overview of DIRECT
DIRECT is a deterministic global search algorithm for solving optimization problems subject to certain assumptions. The global convergence is contingent on the properties of the objective function and the nature of the constraints (Finkel and Kelley 2004b) . When the objective function is Lipschitz continuous around the global optimum point, the global convergence is guaranteed. The general optimization problem considered here is to find the point ∈ D that minimizes the given objective function
, where 1 and u are lower and upper bounds on x. The computed solution may or may not approximate a global minimum point depending on the specified stopping condition-a budget of computational cost (i.e. the maximum number of iterations or evaluations) or a semiglobal optimization goal (i.e. the relative function value improvement between iterations or the minimum diameter of the subregion centered at ).
Before the DIRECT search satisfies the stopping condition, it iterates through a few steps to select "potentially optimal" subregions (SELECTION), to sample candidate points in these subregions (SAMPLING), and to subdivide D accordingly (DIVISION). "Potentially optimal" is the key concept defined in the original paper (Jones et al. 1993) . If the objective function value within a subregion is potentially smaller than that in any other subregions for some Lipschitz constant, the subregion is deemed potentially optimal. This unique selection strategy explores the design space intelligently toward multiple promising subregions, thus avoiding being trapped by local minimum points. Figure 1 shows the sample points by DIRECT for the Six-hump Camel Back (SB) and Branin rcos (BR) two-dimensional functions (see Table 1 for a list of artificial test functions used in the present work). Ljungberg et al. (2004) report that DIRECT performs faster and more accurately than exhaustive grid search and a genetic algorithm. Zhu and Bogy (2002) also found that DIRECT converges faster to a global optimum point than adaptive simulated annealing. The secret may lie in the parameter e defined in DIRECT to balance the global and local search efforts. Nevertheless, DIRECT still converges slowly compared with local or gradient-based algorithms, because a significant amount of time is consumed in exploring the entire design space, which is a common trade-off between the search broadness and the convergence rate. Several modifications to DIRECT (Nelson and Papalambros 1998; Gablonsky and Kelley 2001; Cox et al. 2002; Finkel and Kelley 2004a; Sergeyev and Kvasov 2006) have been proposed to speed up the convergence. Additionally, combining DIRECT with other methods has been found to be fairly successful to address this issue (Nelson and Papalambros 1998; Zwolak et al. 2005; Panning et al. 2008) . The emphasis of the present work is on the performance analysis of the parallel design, so the original DIRECT with e = 0 and additional stopping rules is considered.
In addition to the artificial test functions, the cell cycle parameter estimation problems for frog egg extracts (FE) by Zwolak et al. (2005) and budding yeast (BY) by Panning et al. (2008) are used here as real world applications. The cell cycle modeling aims at decoding the physiological behavior of a living cell. The models used here are systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) with unknown parameters. The parameters are determined by orthogonal distance regression with the nonlinear ODE model and experimental data. Figure 2 shows an example of matching model predictions (curves) with the known experimental data (dots) for the frog egg extract (He et al. 2004a) .
The complexity of solving a parameter estimation problem depends on the scale of the ODE model, the size of the parameter space, and the process of the error function evaluation for experiments. The FE objective function costs about 3 s per function evaluation with three ODEs containing 16 parameters and the BY objective function takes approximately 11 s per evaluation with 36 ODEs containing 143 parameters. A sequential DIRECT would require a few days or even a few weeks to fully explore the parameter space. On a single machine, DIRECT will eventually fail because of limited memory capacity for the fast-growing intermediate data. These computationally intensive and memory demanding applications moti- Table 1 Test functions selected from GEATbx (Pohlheim 1996) .
Name
Description vated a massively parallel design to cope with the memory and speed demand, and efficiently utilize modern largescale parallel systems.
Design and Implementation
The main high level steps of DIRECT for each iteration are:
1. SELECTION identifies a set of "potentially optimal" boxes that represent subregions inside a normalized design domain. 2. SAMPLING evaluates new points sampled around the centers of all "potentially optimal" boxes along their longest dimensions. 3. DIVISION subdivides "potentially optimal" boxes according to the function values at the newly sampled points.
Note that the original DIRECT starts with a single domain, so there is only one center point for SAMPLING and DIVISION at the first iteration. Unavoidably, a load imbalance occurs at the early stage. To mitigate this problem, an optional step of domain decomposition can be specified by the user to create multiple starting points, one per subdomain. The performance analysis and results in Section 4 show that the multiple subdomain approach not only improves the load balancing, but also converges faster for the real world applications FE and BY.
From the second iteration, SELECTION outputs multiple "potentially optimal" boxes to SAMPLING, which in turn passes the function values of new sample points to DIVISION. The inherent concurrency gives rise to a natural task parallelism. Unfortunately, the same seemingly advantageous step also comes with a disadvantage-data dependency, since any step during an iteration needs to wait for the results of all the previous steps. This inherently sequential nature favors a parallel scheme that decouples SELECTION and SAMPLING into two different roles-master and worker, respectively.
On a master processor, SELECTION involves convex hull computations because the "potentially optimal" boxes are on the convex hull of coordinate pairs containing box center function values and box diameters (Jones et al. 1993 ). The present work also incorporates an "aggressive" implementation (Watson and Baker 2001) of SELECTION that bypasses the convex hull computation to produce more function evaluation tasks, but similar experiments and analysis are not repeated for the present work.
When the amount of intermediate data may potentially grow beyond the memory capacity on a single machine, multiple masters should be used to share the data and collaborate on SELECTION in parallel. Also, the multiple masters update the intermediate results at the end of each iteration and check whether the stopping condition is met. Several studies (Aida, Natsume, and Futakata 2003; Banino et al. 2004 ) have shown that an appropriate configuration of multiple masters can improve the overall performance. The present work recommends that masters evaluate functions locally if the objective function cost is lower than the communication round trip cost between two nodes on the parallel system. This forms the horizontal 1-D scheme described by He et al. (2008) , in contrast with the vertical 1-D scheme with a single master distributing the function evaluation tasks to remote workers. Stacking function evaluations is another approach to reduce the communication overhead for distributing cheap objective function evaluations under the vertical scheme. Because an unpredictable number of boxes and sample points are generated at each iteration, these two schemes can be used separately or together to achieve the best performance under particular circumstances discussed in Section 4.
The overall parallel scheme is shown in Figure 3 with the user configurable m subdomains (SDs), n subdomain masters (SMs), and k globally shared workers (Ws) that request tasks from randomly selected SMs. The above design is implemented purely in Fortran 95 to support high accuracy computation and dynamic data structures that expand at run time for rapidly growing intermediate data. It can be executed on either a single processor or multiple processors depending on the space and computation complexity of the optimization problem. If multiple processors are used, a small set of the MPI library functions are called to establish the interprocessor com- munication and synchronization. In addition, practical checkpointing methods were implemented to enhance fault tolerance in case of system failure. The key contributions of the massively parallel design are the important techniques developed to reduce the local memory requirement, minimize the network traffic, and balance the workload. Section 4 applies a few modeling and analysis tools to study the performance impact of these techniques and presents convincing experimental results to support the theoretical results.
Performance Analysis
Several optimization parameters and system characteristics listed in Table 2 are selected for the performance sensitivity analysis. In fact, more input parameters are required to define the optimization problem. For example, the upper and lower bounds of the design domain define the search region. Varying the bounds certainly affects the convergence rate as well as the total computational cost to reach the solution, so the proper bounding for a particular problem deserves a thorough applicationoriented study by researchers in that field. In the present work, upper and lower bounds are fixed (see Table 1 ) for each problem.
The first two parameters N d and I max directly affect the problem scale. I max is also required to enable the local memory reduction technique discussed in Section 4.1. The parallel scheme parameters N b , m, n, and k have great impact on both minimization performance and parallel performance such as load balancing. In Section 4.2, these performance metrics are analyzed theoretically and experimentally. The next subset {T f , T cp , T ca } determines the task granularity defined as the ratio of the computation time to communication time per task. These parameters are addressed in Part 2, where detailed discussions of the influence of these parameters on overhead and scalability are given.
Problem Configuration
As gle machine until (1) the stopping condition I max = 1000 was reached, or (2) the diameter of the box holding the best solution became smaller than the problem precision, or (3) the run crashed as a result of memory allocation failure. Table 3 compares the number of iterations I out for all test problems on a single processor before it halts because of one of the above three conditions. The LBC technique reduces the memory usage by 10-70% for the test problems so that the program can run longer without memory allocation failure on a single processor.
Large-scale problems with higher dimensions and larger I max are intended to generate more work that keeps a large number of processors busy. Figure 6 shows the comparison of parallel efficiencies with various N d and I max for the RO function using p = 100 processors. The parallel efficiency E is the ratio of (algorithmic) speedup He et al. (2008) propose a theoretical lower bound on the parallel execution time T t for the parallel scheme with k workers: (1) where F i is the number of function evaluation tasks at iteration i, and N b is the number of point evaluations per task. Implicitly, such a lower bound assumes T f > T cp , a necessary condition for achieving reasonable speedup when distributing tasks to remote workers. It considers the computation time of function evaluations and the idle time of workers waiting for new tasks to become available at the beginning of each iteration.
With P i being the number of point evaluations required at iteration i, the number of tasks 
Detailed analysis for load balancing is given in the following subsection.
Subdomain parameter m
The scheme parameter m, the number of subdomains, is specified according to the computational budget and optimization goal. With more function evaluations generated across multiple subdomains, the same I max likely yields a better solution than the single domain search. Figure 8 compares the function minimization progress with a single domain (m = 1) and four subdomains (m = 4) for FE and BY, the cell cycle parameter estimation problems discussed in Section 2. In both cases, the single subdomain search results in higher minimum function values. This behavior indicates an irregular or asymmetric problem structure, a common case for many science and engineering problems. If the problem structure is symmetric or the global minimum is near the center, a single domain DIRECT search may converge to the target faster than the multiple subdomain search. The GR function is such an example shown in Figure 9 . The single domain search progresses slightly better than the four subdomain search, since the global solution is located close to the center of the design domain.
The second advantage of the multiple subdomain search is improved load balancing among workers. He et al. (2008) show that function evaluation tasks are distributed more efficiently to workers with a multiple subdomain search than a single domain search, especially when subdomains have unequal amounts of work. The globally shared workers have better chances to find work if the subdomain masters are not synchronized due to the data dependency in a single domain. An analytical workload model is constructed here to interpret the experimental observations. For simplicity, the objective function cost T f is assumed to be constant. Again, T f > T cp is assumed so that the workload model can ignore all the communication overhead.
The model is developed from the simplest case with one subdomain m = 1, one master n = 1 and extended to cases with m = 1, n > 1 and m > 1, n > 1. The potential communication bottleneck at masters is not considered in this section assuming the message buffers on master processors are sufficiently long and the service time for each message is negligible. Because of the variability of workload distribution among workers, a bounding analysis is applied to capture the lower and upper workload bounds. Bounding techniques require less computation and weaker assumptions than exact solution techniques, but sufficiently characterize the system performance under variability and uncertainties (Luthi et al. 1997) .
At every iteration, each master dispatches function evaluation tasks to workers upon request during SAMPLING, each task defined by the coordinates of N b points. As before, let P i be the total number of point evaluations To compare workload balance for different problems, the workload is normalized by dividing by the average workload = (P i /k)T f . Hence, the normalized workload WL j on worker j (j = 1, 2, …, k) is within the range (WL l / , WL u / ). Let WR = WL u / -WL l / be the measure of workload balance, so smaller WR is better. Observe that WL l would be closer to WL u with N b = 1, because then N b | P i always, yielding a larger WL l . Recall that N b = 1 also gives the smallest possible Figure 10 plots the workload ranges estimated with the model and the actual workload ranges measured from experiments for different N b values. All the experimental workload bounds are within the model estimation, but the difference between the experimental bounds and the model estimation becomes larger as N b increases. The model sums up the lowest workload among workers over all iterations, while in reality, the workload on a particu- ∑ lar worker has a fair chance to be the lowest at every iteration. Therefore, the load balancing measurement is better than the model estimation because of the inherent randomness of the parallel scheme.
For high-dimensional test problems, Figure 11 (a) compares the workload ranges based on the model and the experiments for a single domain search using one master and 99 workers. Consider only N b = 1 for simplicity in the remaining analysis and discussion. The model estimations in Figure 11 (a) are all within 2.1% of the measured workload bounds from experiments.
The above model can be easily extended to the case n > 1 with multiple masters sharing the memory burden and the computation involved in the parallel SELEC-TION. Since workers randomly select masters to request work, each master initially has an approximately equal number (k/n) of workers to compute its function evaluation tasks. Although masters may have different numbers of tasks, the global shared worker pool balances the workload by assigning workers to masters with work. A weight variable w i, j = F i, j /F i is introduced, where F i, j = w i, j F i is the number of tasks on master j for iteration i. Master j has w i, j F i tasks, thus w i, j k workers are assigned to it. Each worker obtains δ i-= w i, j F i /(w i, j k) or δ i+ = w i, j F i /(w i, j k) tasks. It turns out that w i, j is canceled out for the workload estimation. Hence, the number of masters n in a single domain search has little impact on the workload bounds. Table 4 shows the experimental results for the parallel execution time T k and the normalized workload range (WR k ) using k = 100, 200 workers in a single domain search with the number of masters n varying from one to eight. The timing and load balancing results are very close to each other for all n.
The random worker assignment strategy plays an important role in balancing the workload among workers. If fixed worker assignment is used instead, each master would have a fixed number of workers (k/n) to compute the function evaluations for all iterations. Workers assigned to master j would obtain either δ = (w i, j F i )/(k/ n) or δ = (w i, j F i )/(k/n) tasks. Note that w i, j = 1/n produces the same assignment as in the case of random worker assignment. With some w i, j < 1/n (implying δ ≤ δ i-) and some w i, j > 1/n (implying δ ≥ δ i+ ) under the fixed worker assignment, the lower bound WL l becomes smaller and the upper bound WL u becomes greater, but the average workload is the same, so the workload range (WL u -WL l )/ becomes larger, indicating a less balanced workload.
In the previous two cases, the masters in a single subdomain m = 1 serve as a single work source for workers. Multiple subdomains m > 1 serve as multiple work sources, because the masters from different subdomains are not synchronized to update intermediate results or to compute the global convex hull boxes. A similar weight variable w is used in this case to estimate the number of workers assigned for the subdomain j:
where F i, j denotes the number of tasks at iteration i for subdomain j. w is based on the overall tasks from all iterations because subdomains are asynchronous. In contrast, w i, j in the single domain case is defined for each iteration because of the global synchronization inside a subdomain. For subdomain j, the average workload is 
Hence, the overall normalized workload range is across all m subdomains. Figure 11(c) compares the model estimated workload ranges with the experimental results for a four subdomain search using 196 workers and four masters, one per subdomain. All the experimental workload results fall within the 1.5% ranges estimated by the model. As a result of the randomness of workers' requests to masters, the experimental workload is better balanced than the (worst case) model estimation. For comparison, the workload ranges based on the model and experiments for a single domain search using the same number of masters and workers are shown in Figure 11 (b). To keep the problem the same as in the four subdomain search, the single domain search is applied to each of the four subdomains sequentially using 49 workers and one master. The workload is normalized over the total workload of the four runs. The model estimated range for the single domain is wider than that for the four subdomains. This estimation is verified by the experimental results, which present smaller ranges for the four subdomain search (dark bars in Figure 11(c) ) than for the single domain search (dark bars in Figure 11(b) ).
Parameter n
The number of masters, n, affects the efficiency of SELECTION and data distribution. Convex hull computation is the key component in SELECTION (see Section 3). The parallel SELECTION involves both local and global computation of convex hull boxes. First, each subdomain master computes the local convex hull boxes. Next, the root subdomain master gathers all the local convex hulls to find a global convex hull set of boxes. Finally, each subdomain master starts SAMPLING on its own portion of the convex hull boxes.
For the local convex hull computation, the gift-wrapping algorithm with complexity 1(N 2 ) (Manber 1989 ) is preferred because it requires no extra space. It starts at one vertex on the convex hull and wraps the hull by finding neighbors. A faster algorithm, Graham's scan (Graham 1972) , is used for the global convex hull computation at the root subdomain master. It takes 1(N) operations because the gathered local convex hull boxes are already sorted, saving 1(Nlog(N)) operations required for sorting at the root subdomain master. Although the Graham's scan needs a stack for back-tracking, the buffer for merging local convex hull boxes also serves as a stack of boxes, which are indexed by integer pointers for backtracking. As n increases, the number of sets of local convex hull boxes grows, and more boxes are merged at the root subdomain master for the final global computation. Since the root needs to gather from all and broadcast to all at each iteration, the communication overhead may overshadow the benefit of sharing the memory burden. Therefore, the value of n should be large enough to accommodate the intermediate data, yet no larger to minimize the network traffic for global communication.
To investigate the performance impact of n, other scheme parameters need to be fixed. The horizontal scheme with a single domain (m = 1), no workers (k = 0), and a varying number n of masters is employed to study the computational complexity of SELECTION and the balance of data distribution among masters. The analysis of n's influence on the communication overhead is presented in detail in Part 2 of this paper, which discusses parameters related to system settings. Let LD i be the number of different box diameters and LC i the number of local convex hull boxes on master i (i = 1, …, n). At the root subdomain master, GD ≤ LC i is the merged number of distinct box diameters and GC ≤ GD is the final number of convex hull boxes. The total convex hull computation includes n local gift-wrappings 1
, n global merges 1 LC i , and one global Graham's scan (1(GD)). Figure 12 shows how the average SELECTION cost per master grows as n increases for five test problems. Here, the cost includes the communication overhead and the convex hull compu- Fig. 12 The average SELECTION cost per master increases as n grows from 1 to 32 for test problems. I max = I out with LBC support listed in Table 3 .
tation. The motivation for using multiple masters is not to reduce the SELECTION cost, but to share the memory burden. As n grows from 1 to 32, the average memory storage for boxes is decreased significantly (shown in Figure 13 ).
Parameter k
In the previous section the number of workers k = 0, forming a horizontal scheme of pure masters. In the vertical scheme, k ≥ 2 workers are used with a single master. High objective function cost is one of the factors that favor the vertical scheme, where a large number of workers can be utilized efficiently. More importantly, the poor load balancing in the pure horizontal scheme becomes the major obstacle to using a large number of masters that compute function evaluations locally. At each iteration, convex hull boxes are assigned to masters using a simple balancing heuristic that apportions the boxes into approximately equal shares. However, the number of function evaluation tasks on a master depends on the number of longest dimensions contained by its share of the convex hull boxes. So the function evaluation tasks on masters are still very likely to be unbalanced even if all masters obtain the same number of convex hull boxes. Finding an optimal convex hull box assignment that minimizes the variance of the combined number of longest dimensions on all masters is an NP-complete problem similar to the knapsack or bin packing problems (Manber 1989) . Although a polynomial time approximate solution is available (i.e. dynamic programming), it does not solve all the balancing problems. Even if a supposedly optimal box assignment is found, a load imbalance still occurs when (1) an insufficient number of convex hull boxes is generated, or (2) T f varies at different sample points. The first cause is inevitable in early stages of the DIRECT search, and it also happens more often for low-dimension problems or problems with certain structures that produce a small number of convex hull boxes. The second cause is also common in many engineering design problems, such as the ray-tracing technique and WCDMA simulation in wireless communication system design (He et al. 2004b) . Figure 14 shows the coefficient of variation (a) c b for the convex hull box shares per processor and (b) c f for the function evaluation task shares per processor, with p = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 for test problems with N = 150 and I max = I out , the maximum number of iterations before the program halts on a single processor with the LBC support (see Table 3 ). The general trend is that both the convex hull and the function evaluation shares become less balanced as p grows except for the problem SC. For c b shown in Figure 14 (a), the problems GR, QU, and RO have a sharp Fig. 13 The average box memory size decreases as n grows from 1 to 32 for test problems. I max = I out with LBC support listed in Table 3 . increase, but the problems SC and MI increase slightly, because a larger number of convex hull boxes are generated per iteration for the last two problems (see Table 5 , a list of the average convex hull boxes = C i /I out and function evaluation tasks per iteration = F i / I out , where C i is the number of convex hull boxes and F i is the number of function evaluation tasks at iteration i). As the only exception, the problem SC has an improved function evaluation task balance even though its convex hull box balance becomes worse as p grows. However, if more than the necessary number of processors are used, that is, p > , the problem SC will eventually become unbalanced on convex hull box and function evaluation task distribution among master processors.
For the vertical scheme, a similar set of experiments with p ≥ 4 demonstrates a significant improvement on the function evaluation task balance among worker processors as shown in Figure 15 . Not only does c f decrease by two orders of magnitude, but the narrower range of values of c f indicates better scalability. The drawback of the pure vertical scheme is the limited memory capacity on the single master processor that is dedicated to dispatching function evaluation tasks instead of carrying out the actual function evaluations as the masters do in the horizontal scheme. Therefore, the ultimate solution is the hybrid scheme that shares the memory burden on more than one master if necessary (n ≥ 1), and dynamically assigns k workers to task-loaded masters. The number k of workers should be at least twice the number of masters, that is, k ≥ mn.
System Configuration
All the analysis so far in this paper (Part 1) is based on an ideal computing environment ignoring any communication overhead. Part 2 addresses in detail the system configuration characterized by T cp , T ca , and T f , followed by a scalability analysis.
Conclusion and Future Work
Some performance factors for a massively parallel version of the global optimization algorithm DIRECT have been extensively studied using modeling and analysis tools such as bounding models, linear regression models, and isoefficiency functions. The analysis covered a broad range of performance metrics including memory usage, parallel efficiency, load balancing, and scalability.
The crucial factors proved to be the problem structure and configuration that directly affect the amount of data dependency overhead and memory requirement. The next most important factors are the scheme configuration parameters that determine four different parallel schemes-pure vertical, pure horizontal, hybrid single domain, and hybrid multiple subdomains. The vertical scheme outperforms the horizontal scheme in most cases, except for a small number of processors (p < 5) and cheap objective functions, in which case, stacking function evaluations (N b > 1) should be considered to reduce the communication overhead. The hybrid schemes are recommended for large scale optimization applications with high computational cost and memory requirement. The hybrid scheme with multiple subdomains has demonstrated its superiority in balancing workload, thus reducing overhead and improving the overall scalability.
Moreover, several important design considerations for the massively parallel DIRECT can be generalized for global search algorithms, as follows:
1. Unnecessary data storage should be released dynamically to reduce the memory burden. 2. Tasks should be dynamically distributed in the smallest possible chunks to ensure the best possible load balancing. 3. Point sampling and evaluation can be decoupled to enhance the program concurrency. 4. Domain decomposition not only results in better optimization solutions for problems with irregular structures, but also improves load balancing and scalability if using a large number of processors.
The new insights gained from the present work suggest a fresh research direction for conquering the biggest challenge-the data dependency of DIRECT. Advanced algorithm steps will be designed for SAMPLING to prefetch enough function evaluation tasks, generated from selected boxes that are not on the convex hull, so that the current idle worker cycles would be put to use. The function values at these extra sampling points may not necessarily contribute to the optimization process, so an optimal selection strategy would balance such waste with the benefit of idle cycle computations that do further the DIRECT search. Also, the optimal strategy would preserve the determinism of DIRECT, contrasted with nondeterministic methods that produce different solutions on different runs. Of paramount importance is that the proposed modification does not destroy DIRECT's global convergence property. Given the recent interest in DIRECT both in the mathematics and computer science communities, the prospects for significant progress are bright.
